Sakai 2.9 - Glossary Accessibility Walkthrough Script
Glossary Tool Accessibility Walkthrough Script
This walkthrough is in two parts: The first part is for the student persona. The second part is for the instructor persona.

Start of Walkthrough Script
Part One - Student Persona
Login and Find Tool
Login with the "argstu1" user account.
In the worksites list (accesskey "Alt+w"), activate the "AR G101" course site link.
In the tools list (accesskey "Alt+l"), activate the "Glossary" link.

Determine How Many Items Are in the Glossary
Question: How many items are in the Glossary
Hint: Immediately after a level three heading "Manage Glossary" there should be some text that says "viewing 1-10 of
x items".
Answer: xx

Navigate the Glossary
Navigate to the end of the glossary.
Question: What is the last term listed in the glossary?
Hint: Use the list navigation buttons located above the table.
Answer:

Read a Specific Term's Definition
Navigate to the term "".
Question:
Hint:
Answer:

Navigate the Glossary
Navigate to the first term in the glossary.
Question: What is the first term listed in the glossary?
Hint: Use the list navigation buttons located above the table.
Answer:

Logout and End of Script
Logout from Sakai

Part Two - Instructor Persona
Login and Find Tool
Login with the "argstu1" user account.
In the worksites list (accesskey "Alt+w"), activate the "AR G101" course site link.
In the tools list (accesskey "Alt+l"), activate the "Glossary" link.

Create a Glossary Entry
*
*
*
*

Import Glossary Entries from a File

*
*
*

Edit a Specific Glossary Entry
*
*
*

Export the Glossary Entries
*
*
*

Pre-Walkthrough Setup
This section documents how to create the necessary content to perform the above walkthrough script. It is not part of the walkthrough
itself. It is expected that a person with the ability to log into the QA server with admin rights will create this content before the
walkthrough takes place.

Login as Admin
Create Two Users:
argins1
argstu1

Create two Courses
First Course:
Title: AR G101
Add a mix of tools including the "Glossary" tool
Add user "argins1" as a participant with the "instructor" role
Add user "argstu1" as a participant with the "student" role
Second Course:
Title: AR G102
Add a mix of tools including the "Glossary" tool
Add user "argins1" as a participant with the "instructor" role
Add user "argstu1" as a participant with the "student" role

Logout from the Admin Account
Login as "argins1"
Go to the "AR G101" Course Site and Add Glossary Terms
Use the "Import" feature to import the file xxxxxx.zip (attached)

Logout
Prepare Tester's Computer
Download the attached file "xxxxxx.zip" and place it on the tester's computer so they can use it in the instructor persona part
of the walkthrough script to create glossary entries.

